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Aric Dromi
Futurologist, Strategist and Professional Disruptor

Aric Dromi, is a visionary and innovative thinker who had a successful career working with esteemed organisations like Ericsson, Microsoft

and Volvo Cars, where he served as Chief Futurologist. Leveraging his vast experience, he provides effective strategies that empower

organisations to navigate the complex and ever-changing landscape of technology.

"Turning Science Fiction into Reality

In detail
Dromi is the Founder and CEO of TEMPUS.MOUT GROUP

where he developed a new Advisory Board which aims to assist

companies in accelerating the progress of indigenous growth

technologies, fostering innovation and facilitating impactful

investments while ensuring sustainable and resilient growth.

Recently, Dromi accepted a position on the Advisory Board of

New Native AB, a Swedish company specialising in AI

investments and research. In this role, he offers strategic

guidance on investing in and supporting the advancement of AI

technologies. Over the past 12 years, Dromi has provided advice

and consultancy to organisations like the World Bank, IFC,

Mastercard, AIB, CEVT and several governments worldwide.

What he offers you
Aric revolutionises our perception of the world and reshapes our

comprehension of change. He explains the future, makes it

tangible and most importantly, meaningful. Through his

captivating speeches, he equips audiences with valuable tools

and strategies to remain at the forefront of progress and thrive

amidst disruptive forces.

How he presents
His speeches can motivate and energise the participants, offering

them guidance on how to navigate through the turbulent digital

journey that lies ahead.

Topics

Harnessing Transformative Technologies for Business Success

Leadership and Innovation in the Digital Era: A Pathway to Business

Growth

Workforce Evolution and Talent Management

Decoding Business Trends

Regenerative Business Operations in the Digital Age

Future Infrastructure: Urban and Rural Landscapes

Navigating Ethics in Emerging Technologies

Globalisation and Digital Geopolitics

Languages
He presents in English.

Want to know more?
Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

could bring to your event.

How to book him?
Simply phone or e-mail us.

Publications

Regenerative Business Operations in the Digital Age

Future Infrastructure: Urban and Rural Landscapes

Navigating Ethics in Emerging Technologies

Globalisation and Digital Geopolitics

2023

The Intellectual Rage: The Underground, Unfiltered Guide to Corporate

Innovation & Bullshit (published under his pseudonym name of “D.B.

Solomon”)
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